Next Generation Software Development Tools

TrueUpdate 3.0
®

FLEXIBLE DESIGN
Fully compatible with any
update/patching method, from
full setups and self-contained
binary patches to downloading
and extracting from zip files.

Advanced Software Updating System
Add a powerful and extremely flexible
“check for update” feature to your
software products.

EASY TO INTEGRATE
As a compact and standalone
executable, the TrueUpdate
Client application is extremely
easy to integrate into software.
Most developers can have it
done in a few hours.

The TrueUpdate client executable is
compatible with all Windows operating
systems from 95 to Vista. Does not rely
on .NET or other external dependencies.

POWERFUL SCRIPTING
Includes more than 250 high
level actions with everything
from registry editing and file
copying to web server script
interaction and much more.
WORLD-CLASS SUPPORT
At Indigo Rose, we don’t
outsource our technical
support to some far corner of
the globe. We’ll answer your
questions quickly and
efficiently and treat you with
the respect you deserve.

Indigo Rose Software products are
trusted by over 20,000 software
developers worldwide for reliability and
exceptional technical support.
TrueUpdate 3.0 is a comprehensive solution for software developers wanting to integrate automatic updating capabilities into their
software applications. TrueUpdate gives you a robust client/server framework for determining required updates, and then retrieving
and applying the necessary patch or installation files using standard Internet protocols. You won’t find a more flexible solution for
adding a reliable “check for update” feature to your product. We guarantee it or you’ll get your money back.
TrueUpdate 3.0 is easy to integrate into your software and offers almost unlimited flexibility and customization options. The easy to
use project wizard assists you with the whole process, helping you identify your file versions, configure patch download locations,
build your customized TrueUpdate client and upload the information to your server. By using open and trusted protocols (such as
HTTP, HTTPS and FTP) and a standard web server, organizations of any size can deploy TrueUpdate 3.0 enabled software without
the need for specialized and costly hardware and software platforms.
TrueUpdate 3.0 is the result of over 15 years of experience creating
software deployment tools. You can rely on Indigo Rose to provide

Visit us on the Web at:
www.indigorose.com

reliable tools, top quality documentation and superior technical support .
Every aspect of TrueUpdate 3.0 is customizable, from the appearance and
flow of the user interface to the details of the update process itself. It is
equally adept at managing firewalls, proxy servers, corporate networks and
consumer software installations. You won’t find a more powerful or flexible
solution than TrueUpdate 3.0. Download the free trial and see for yourself.
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Features and Benefits
Today’s rapid product cycles, security vulnerabilities and short turnaround times make it more important than ever to get new
versions into the hands of users quickly and efficiently. Ensuring that everyone is using the most recent point release of a
particular product makes good sense. It eliminates legacy technical support issues, reduces user frustration and ensures that
data is current. It also serves to maintain customer and client satisfaction. Whether you are an independent software vendor,
consultant, or corporate developer, you need to add TrueUpdate to your software products.
SELF CONTAINED
The TrueUpdate client is
compact, optimized, and
completely self contained.
There are no external
dependencies or extras to
distribute.
PRIVATE & SECURE
All configuration data is
automatically compressed
and encrypted. The client
pull architecture avoids the
legal privacy concerns of
competing server push
architectures.
FAULT TOLERANT
Built-in support for
redundant servers and full
control over the underlying
server technology allows
you to tailor the system to
meet your specific
requirements.
MULTILINGUAL
Integrated language
selection is built into all
screen dialogs, making it
easy to create multilingual
client interfaces and modify
translations at will.
BEST VALUE
Royalty-free, per-developer
license doesn’t scale up in
cost no matter how many
products or end users you
have.

TrueUpdate is part of Indigo Rose Software's complete line of professional software development tools, which also includes AutoPlay Media Studio, Setup Factory and Visual Patch.
Each tool is a leader in its class, providing extraordinary value and reliability. We’ve been creating tools to manage the complete software deployment life cycle since 1991

What’s New in TrueUpdate?
The compact and standalone client executable is extremely easy to
integrate into your product, taking most developers only a few hours.

.

Support & Consulting
• Technical Support
• Project Consulting

Contains everything needed to handle even the most sophisticated
software updating requirements.

• Maintenance Policies

Uses trusted, dependable standards you already rely on (such as
HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP), eliminating the need for specialized and
costly hardware and software platforms.

• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Update systems created with TrueUpdate 3.0 work on all Windows
operating systems from Windows 95 to XP and Vista.
A powerful scripting engine with more than 250 high-level actions
gives incredible control over the software updating system.
The client can easily be integrated into existing software or installed
as a standalone application.

• User’s Guide & Tutorials

Indigo Rose stands behind our products
with a refreshingly personal approach to
technical support. We’ll treat you like the
valued customer that you are. And when
you need full consulting services, we’ll
work with you to ensure your project is
delivered on time and on budget.

A library of over twenty different screens and a complete graphical
skinning system makes it easy to control the user interface.
Other services lock you into using their servers; with TrueUpdate,
you decide where your update files are hosted. There is no need to
rely on the uncertain future of an “update service,” pay exorbitant
annual fees or wait helplessly during downtimes you are powerless
to resolve.

For more information on any of our products
or services please visit us on the Web at:
www.indigorose.com
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